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Scoopful
of summer
July has arrived and with it that
sticky summer heat. In an effort to
keep cool, I decided to try mixing up
a fresh batch of ice cream ... something I have
never done
before. I don’t
have any of
the fancy
machines that
TinaMarie Craven
people typically use to
make ice
cream, so if your kitchen isn’t
stocked to the nines, don’t worry!
When looking around for ice
cream ideas, I decided to make
something a little healthier and leave
the chocolate decadence to Ben and
Jerry and use some of the blueberries I had leftover from whipping up
a batch of muffins earlier in the
week. To make the ice cream light,
but not too sweet, I decided to incorporate mascarpone cheese, which is
similar to cream cheese, into the ice
cream’s base. The hardest part of
making this recipe is waiting for it to
freeze! Hopefully this recipe helps
you stay cool this summer.

Kneads
+Cravings

Blueberry Mascarpone
Ice Cream
Makes 1 quart
2 cups heavy cream
14 oz condensed milk
8 oz softened mascarpone cheese
2 cups fresh blueberries
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 teaspoon vanilla

Whip the heavy cream until it
forms stiff peaks, fold the condensed
milk and mascarpone into the
cream. In a blender, puree the blueberries and lemon juice. Once pureed, gently stir the blueberry mix
into the cream. Add vanilla extract.
Stir until fully combined and pour
into a bread pan, cover with plastic
wrap and tin foil (to prevent freezer
burn) and freeze for eight hours. Let
the ice cream sit for five minutes
before scooping.
To add a little flair to this ice
cream, serve it with granola and a
honey drizzle or topped with raspberries.

Bryan Haeffele /Hearst Connecticut Media

A call to create

Ridgefield musician releases four new albums
By TinaMarie Craven
Recording and releasing four albums in a
single calendar year seems like a daunting
feat to most musicians. For Leslie Costa, it’s
simply a new challenge and the most productive way for her to artistically springclean her older songs.
Costa reclined against the couch in her
Ridgefield home, as she clarified that two of
the four albums she’s releasing this year
consist of some of her older songs that she
never got around to recording. “Electric
Blue,” which was released in March, and
“Rainmaker” coming out in August will
feature tracks with her singing partner
Mary O’Hare, who she has performed with
for nearly 30 years. Some of the songs will
also be known to fans of her band Leslie
Costa & the Usual Suspects, whom she’s

See Costa on B8

Ridgefield based musician Leslie Costa is releasing four new albums over the
course of 2019. “Electric Blue” features tunes that fans will be familiar with.
“Storm Chaser” and “Long Distance Runner” feature new original songs.
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Saturday, 6
WESTPORT

Sunday, 7
RIDGEFIELD

FUNNIEST COMIC

LA BOHEME

The Funniest Comic in CT Contest is on July
6 at 8 p.m. at the Treehouse Comedy Club,
1595 Post Road, Westport. Tickets are
$22.50-$32.50. For more information, visit
TreehouseComedy.com.

Puccini’s La Boheme will be screened on
July 7 at 4 p.m. at the Ridgefield Playhouse,
80 East Ridge Road, Ridgefield. Tickets are
$15-$20. For more information, visit ridgefieldplayhouse.org.

Sunday, 7
NORWALK

Friday, 5
NEW CANAAN

ALLMAN BETTS BAND

PIPPIN

The Allman Betts Band will perform on July
7 at 8 p.m. at the Wall Street Theater, 71
Wall St., Norwalk. Tickets are $29.50-$65.
For more information, visit wallstreettheater.com.

Pippin runs July 5-28 at Summer Theatre
of New Canaan, 56 South Ave., New Canaan. Tickets are $29 -$69. For more
information, visit STONC.org.
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‘Toy Story 4’ is the
summer’s feel-good film
Reel
Dad
Mark
Schumann
Lara Solanki/Netflix/ Contributed photo

Gabriel “Fluffy” Iglesias stars in Netflix’s sitcom
“Mr. Iglesias.”

Top of the class
Comedian Gabriel “Fluffy” Iglesias stars in Netflix’s new sitcom “Mr. Iglesias,” where he plays the
role of a history teacher trying to protect the forgotten or unwanted students at a Long Beach high
school from falling through the cracks.
The series opens up with students from Mr. Iglesias’s class receiving letters informing them that
they have been “counseled out” and won’t be returning to their school in the fall due to their poor
grades or poor attendance. When Mr.
Iglesisas learns that
his beloved group of
misfits are being
kicked out by the
assistant principal,
TinaMarie Craven
he jumps into action
and cancels his summer plans and offers
to teach summer school and help his students catch
up so they can continue attending the school in the
fall.
“Mr. Iglesias” is the story of a teacher who goes
above and beyond for his students and depicts scenarios that some educators are all too familiar with,
like paying for classroom supplies out of his own
paycheck and struggling with an ambivalent administration to ensure his students receive the resources
they need. Mr. Iglesisas has students that come from
poorer families, students who work multiple jobs,
students with disinterested parents, students who
are too afraid of failure to try and students that feel
like misfits at the school. This is a teacher who takes
his merry band of struggling misfits and inspires
them to do better and want more for themselves, but
he does it with humor which allows the show to
maintain a chipper vibe.
The school’s staff also provides some texture to
the series; viewers will recognize the overachieving
first year teacher, the power hungry administrator,
the burnt out teacher and the wise yet slightly
grumpy tenured teacher. At one point the sitcom
takes the time to remind viewers how difficult it can
be to be a teacher by initiating a strike that forces
the administrators back into the classroom, reminding them and viewers that teaching is often a grueling job even if teachers do have summers off.
“Mr. Iglesias” has one season available on Netflix.
Viewers who enjoyed revisiting the ’90s classic “Boy
Meets World” where audiences can watch another
dedicated teacher, Mr. Feeney, provide guidance to his
students with a signature dry wit. Episodes of “Boy
Meets World” can be found on Hulu and Amazon.

Binge +
Repeat

At a time when the
world can confuse, and
divisions can overwhelm,
we can be comforted by a
movie where the heroes
remain authentic, the villains can be managed, and
the outcome, even if a bit
predictable, can reconfirm
the goodness we can share.
While this fourth edition of
the “Toy Story” franchise
may not necessarily break
new ground, it sure does
make us feel better after
relaxing at the movies. The
world is always a better
place when Woody and
Buzz Lightyear have our
backs.
This latest episode in the
story that started 24 years
ago, again finds our favorite toys watching out for
each other and for the
child, a young girl named
Bonnie, they now entertain.
But times have changed.
Woody (still voiced by the
ever-so-comfortable Tom
Hanks) finds himself
watching more than playing as he begins to wonder
if his relevance may be
fading. While the other
toys — especially Buzz
(again voiced by Tim Allen)
and Jessie (the distinctive
Joan Cusack) — try to comfort the cowboy hero,
Woody’s instinct proves
correct when Bonnie finds
herself enamored by a fork
she decorated at her kindergarten orientation.
Now, in most movies,
such minor situations
might resolve in just a few
lines of dialogue. But what
makes the “Toy Story”
movies so endearing is
how, just like this child in
the story, the films focus on
small moments that can
shape large thoughts. Bonnie’s sense of connection

Disney Pixar / Contributed photo

Woody and the gang returns in “Toy Story 4” when they go on an adventure to reunite
Forky and Bonnie.

Film Nutritional Value: “Toy Story 4”
Content: High. Once again, Pixar uses a simple story to help
all of us better understand something quite complicated.
Entertainment: High. Visually, the movie reminds us how real
feelings can be perfectly expressed within the imagination of
animation.
Message: High. As the film entertains, it also makes us think
about the challenge anyone may have to reach beyond themselves to create a better world.
Relevance: High. Any opportunity to have fun at the movies
and discover something to talk about – as a family – is welcome.
Opportunity for Dialogue: High. There’s plenty to talk about
from the dazzling visuals to the fun performances and the
meaningful moral.

with the fork that becomes
a toy reaches beyond her
pride in its creation to
articulate a connection she
needs at this critical point
in her life. And, while her
parents may not clearly
understand how to ease
Bonnie’s pain when the
fork disappears, leave it to
our favorite toy Woody to
know just what this fiveyear-old needs to experience so she can confidently
feel. In his trusting hands,
Bonnie can move forward.

COSTA
From page B1
been performing with since
the ’90s.
Costa’s other two albums
“Storm Chaser,” which
dropped at the end of June
and “Long Distance Runner,” to be released in October feature a solo Costa
performing fresh tunes that
she has written in the past
year and a half.
“I have a huge amount of
material and I want to be
current. I want to feel like
I’m done catching up,” she
said.
How is she catching up?
By physically recording and
making the albums herself
on her computer Costa
doesn’t have to worry about
paying for studio time or
finding a producer to mix
her songs. At this point
she’s a self-recording veteran, having released two
albums in 2018. Costa can’t
help but create. In addition
to writing, performing and
recording Costa, who is
also a graphic designer,
makes the artwork for her
albums.
Turning to her cat, Maddie, who was bathing in the
afternoon sun, Costa
laughed and admitted that
she featured her cat on one
of the songs on “Long Dis-

Leslie Costa / Contributed photos

“Rainmaker”

tance Runner.” She said she
was recording her song,
“Bridges” and didn’t realize
Maddie was jingling her
tags until she listened to the
playback later and heard
what she thought was a
tambourine. “I decided
kitty needs to be represented, so she’s in there with
me. She will be making her
album debut with the mama,” she joked.
Making music
She describes herself as a
“middle of the road, soft
rock” musician and admits
her songs are on the moodier side. She grew up listening to Jackson Browne, Neil
Young, Fleetwood Mac, The
Eagles and Cat Stevens and
credits them as her musical
roots. Now Costa said she
spends more time listening

Leslie Costa’s cat, Maddie, is featured on her song
“Bridges.”

to indie folk musicians like
Gregory Alan Isakov and
Peter Bradley Adams. “I’m
listening a lot to these newer artists and I feel inspired
by them, their sounds, their
points of view but my other
influences are where my
roots are.”
Costa has been creating
music since she was 12
when she got her first guitar. It shouldn’t be too surprising considering her
family’s musical background; her grandfather
played guitar, her father
played ukulele, and her
mother played the piano
and sang.

When writing, Costa said
the best songs are written
within an hour. “It starts
with a feeling and so when
I have that feeling I grab
my guitar and I just kinda
start to play a couple
chords and if I feel like I’m
starting to get into that
zone, the whole thing happens at once,” she said. “My
best writing is about the
pursuit of something I
think is attainable but I
don’t have it yet.”
When writing her songs,
Costa said she often embraces the darkness. “You
have to get below the surface, you have to really feel

What has always separated the “Toy Story”
films from all the other
computer animated movies
that fill theaters is this
sense of humanity that
naturally emerges from
playful origins of the characters. Woody remains the
best friend we wish we
could know forever, that
voice of calm, that heart of
reason, that makes us believe we can be our best
selves. That confidence he
shares with so many —

stuff to generate it,” she
said. “We sometimes have
to make light of some of the
darkness we go through, so
I’m glad I have this. It’s
always been there, music.”
While Costa’s music
might have a darker tone,
she certainly does have
upbeat and even funny
songs. She wrote a song,
“Like a Toilet Bowl,” that
she was inspired to write
after hearing someone say
how they felt like things
just kept going around and
around for them as if they
were stuck in a toilet bowl.
Costa found the idea amusing and wrote a funny song
about it.
A creative soul
She feels that complacency prevents her from
being able to create. However, just because her music
has a moody vibe Costa is
quick to point out that she
isn’t a weak person.
“My biggest fear is being
misunderstood. I think that
because people think I’m so
emotional and so sensitive
[that] they think I’m a
weak person and I’m always sad — that’s not true,”
she said. “I don’t want to be
misunderstood where people think I’m always in a
dark place, I’ve just always
had this intensity behind
the emotion, which gener-

from best friend Buzz to
love interest Bo Beep to
mysterious newcomer Gabby Gabby — makes him the
one who always manages
to discover the best in anyone. That he unselfishly
focuses on others reminds
us of the goodness we can
share when we reach beyond ourselves.
Of course, the production values in “Toy Story 4”
again impress, from crisp
dialogue to rich visuals to
always hummable music
from, of course, Randy
Newman. And if this chapter ultimately closes out the
“Toy Story” narrative, the
series will have accomplished something special
in a movie business where
so little can seem fresh. No
matter what size of screen
or dimension you choose to
savor “Toy Story 4,” you
will be so much better for
reconnecting with characters who believe our world
can be safe, friendly and
real. Just as they are.
“Toy Story 4” is rated G.
The film runs 1 hour and
40 minutes.

ates the music.”
When writing, Costa
injects a raw honesty into
her work and pushes listeners to be honest with themselves about how they’re
feeling, arguing that people
can’t feel 100 percent happy
or sad all the time. She also
takes care to add layers of
hope into her music.
“If your heart’s been
broken that blows, no
doubt about it. I try to put
some sort of hope for people to reach out for, because
if we don’t have that, then
what’s the point?”
As she scrolled through
the recordings saved in her
computer, Costa smiled and
said her songs are all about
the journey through life.
“What I want people to
always come away with is a
place where they can relate
to the journey, whether it’s
a happy song or whether
it’s a sad song. Because you
don’t want to feel alone, you
want to feel like somebody
knows and they put it in
words, they put it into music and I want to offer a
place where people can feel
like they can relate to it,”
she said. “They’ll just feel
comfortable knowing
they’ve felt it too so they
won’t feel alone.”
For more information
about Costa’s music, visit
lesliecosta.com.

